This demo deals with the problem of capturing omitted arguments in relation extraction given a proper knowledge base for entities of interest. We introduce the concept of a salient entity and use this information to deduce omitted entities in the paragraph which allows improving the relation extraction quality. The main idea to compute salient entities is to construct a graph on the given information (by identifying the entities but without parsing it), rank it with standard graph measures and embed it in the context of the sentences.
Introduction
As the need for structured knowledge for a variety of applications such as knowledge base (KB) completion (Socher et al., 2013) , search (Marco and Navigli, 2013) , and question-answering (Yahya et al., 2012) has increased, there has been considerable interest in extracting relationships for a large number of documents written in natural language. Relation extraction aims to identify and recognize the semantic relationships between pairs of entities (persons, locations, organizations, etc.) from sentences written in free text and to create them in a structured form.
Most studies in relationship extraction are distantly supervised and only take into account intrasentence relationships that contain pairs of entities (Mintz et al., 2009; Fan et al., 2014; Zeng et al., 2015) . For example, suppose that the following paragraph is given with entities marked by parentheses:"[Cristiano Ronaldo] was born in Madeira. He plays for the Spanish club [Real Madrid C.F.] and the position is a [Forward] ." Although the entity mentions do not occur in the same sentence, these sentences convey the team to which "Cristiano Ronaldo" belongs and his position, but this cannot be inferred from each individual sentence. In particular, it is very common for an entity to be omitted from a sentence in Wikipedia-a popular corpus for relation extraction-because Wikipedia pages each focus on only one entity in most cases. This is also a very common phenomenon in text that is written in a language that can omit a subject or object even if it is not a Wikipedia article.
There have been studies into tackling these constraints on relation extraction in two or more sentences (Peng et al., 2017; ; these are basically done in a way that increases the number of possible paths between the entities present in other sentences by integrating dependency graphs generated in a single sentence. The dependency graph-the key element of these studies-is known to be effective in relation extraction. However, it is difficult to acquire a highly efficient parser for all languages; thus, the practical application cannot extract relationships in various language environments. As another solution, we can apply a pipelined model to first perform a co-reference resolution (Clark and Manning, 2015) or zero-anaphora resolution (Mitkov, 1999) and then perform relation extraction, but error propagation between processes has been pointed to as a common problem in many natural language processing (NLP) tasks (Quirk and Corston-Oliver, 2006; Yang and Cardie, 2013; Han et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2015) .
This demo aims to overcome these issues by means of a projection in the context of the paragraph into the relationship between tuples in the KB. A paragraph is a series of sentences that fleshes out a coherent theme and maintains a consistent flow, so if an omitted entity exists, it is clear that the reader can recognize it as an aspect of the subject that will continue being discussed in the paragraph. Therefore, our assumption here is that we can create a coherent graph composed of nodes (i.e. KB entities) and edges (i.e. relationships between entities) in the paragraph. However, in the conventional distant supervision paradigm, entities from the imperfect sentences in a contiguous context will be unreachable. The key to our approach is to first find the most "salient entity" through KB-based graph interpretation without syntactic parsing or other NLP tools and to maximally associate this with unreachable entities in the paragraph.
Salient Entity Detection
Normally, a paragraph that consists of a group of sentences deals with a coherent topic, so any reference can be omitted as long as the context provides the subject to which it is referring. In particular, subjects or objects are often omitted when they are obvious from the context. This paper attempts to deal with the null-subject problem to process relation extraction beyond the sentence level; since the subjectivity of an entity can be determined by how it is presented in a paragraph, the "salience" of an entity can be computed effectively from what is available in the paragraph itself.
We observed certain cues when identifying salience. Unsurprisingly, salient entities tend to be mentioned in the title or first sentence and are mentioned frequently throughout. However, being included in the title (or first sentence) is neither necessary nor a sufficient condition for salience. Based on these observations, we believe that a KB-based projection of a paragraph that already contains a variety of evidence for an entity is better than developing simple heuristics. This paper defines salient entities as those that have a major impact on the cohesion that occurs in a graph. This assumption is not arbitrary; some of these regularities have been recognized in Centering Theory (Walker et al., 1998) . With this goal in mind, we propose a mathematical model and an algorithm to maximize the total connectivity in this situation.
Task Definition
Let P and E be the sets of all paragraphs in a given corpus and the set of all entities in the given KB respectively. Let E p ⊂ E be the set of entities mentioned in p ∈ P. We formally define the salient task as learning the function:
where σ (p, e) reflects the salience of e in p. We denote the ranking of E p according to σ as:
where pairs of entities with tied scores are arbitrarily ordered. Our ranking function maximizes coherence in the paragraph-driven-graph by adding outgoing edges from the salient entity to other entities. Maximizing cohesion means creating a maximally connected graph that has the minimum number of entities whose deletion from G = (E p , A) results in a disconnected or trivial graph, where A is a set of ordered pairs of entities (e i , e j ). There are two conditions that constitute A: First, e i and e j are in a single sentence; second, e i is a salient entity and e j ∈ E p . Our objective function is expressed as follows:
where w i j represents the number of relations (i.e. weight) associated with (i, j).
Evaluation

Experimental Setup
Our experiments aimed to answer whether the artificially restored sentences create noise in the existing distant supervision model, and whether the deduced entities accurately determine more relationships Figure 1 : (a) shows the output after restoring the omitted entity from the input sentences. The restored sentence includes the '***' symbol at the front of each sentence. (b) and (c) show the result of the relation extraction, and the result of using the restored sentence in the step (a), respectively.
from the concealed paragraphs. We conducted experiments on the relation extraction between DBpedia entities in a null-subject language Wikipedia (i.e. Korean). We conducted an experiment performing training and testing using the Korean versions of Wikipedia (dumps on July 2017) 1 as the textual corpus source. We chose the dump of Korean DBpedia KB 2 as the background resource. In this experiment's first stage, we transform Wikipedia's links into entity annotations, and the original sentences of the given corpus can thus be automatically annotated with DBpedia entities. We converted each sentence into a word-level matrix in which each row was a sentence vector extracted from our model. Sentence vectors were learned from the Distributed Memory version of the Paragraph Vector algorithm using training data to automatically learn and predict corresponding relationships by the multi-class logistic regression classifier into one of the 50 relation types in our evaluation dataset. In the real dataset, the whole labeled sentences have an imbalance in the number of labeled relation types. We found that approximately 85% of relations (of total of 215 relations) have fewer than 1,000 instances, and the amount of data in the top 50 relationships is greater than the rest of the data. Hence, we conducted a relation classification for the top 50 relationships except for those that have very little labeled data. There is no gold annotated dataset under distant supervision, so evaluation typically uses the held-out strategy. A held-out evaluation has the advantage of being automatic, but it can produce biased results because a pair of entities known to have no relationship may actually have a relationship. We solved this problem by creating a gold standard that eliminates false negatives by evaluating people. For this, ten college students judged true or false for the noisy gold test-data generated by the distant supervision assumption 3 . We obtained the precision, recall, and F1-scores for each of the 50 relation types in the experiment then the sum of the weighted averages for each performance measure from each class.
We developed the system to verify the approach to salient entity identification in the experiment as shown in Figure 1 . The experimental results show that the effectiveness result of creating large volumes of additional training data to learn the KB relation by obtaining missing entities in relation extraction. Table 1 shows the experimental result for our model (A (Centrality)) with various competitors to measure the saliency of the entity for the gold test data. For example, other plausible ways to detect saliency are (1) the entity corresponding to the Wikipedia page (A (Title)), (2) the most frequent entity in the (First) ). The conventional distant supervised relation extraction corresponds to a single sentence that contains two entities (Standard), but we augmented this to tasks for two entities in a paragraph as described in above.
Result Analysis: Salient Entity Detection Techniques
As shown in Table 1 , since the method of sentence augmentation by adding the omitted entity to the sentences is higher than the conventional paradigm (i.e. Standard), we can see that the proposed sentence augmentation method has increased the positive learning instances for relation extraction. Although the method using centrality obtains superior performance than other heuristic methods, it can be seen that incorrect augmented sentences do not positively affect relation extraction, as shown in the comparative performance between A (Title) and Standard.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates a method of learning useful context features necessary to classify relations efficiently in a language environment that features frequent subject omissions and a high density of sentences with imperfect sentence components. Our approach provides a simple yet effective method to incorporate paragraph-level information through capturing missing relation argument model. This is the first distant supervision approach that resolves the problem of data sparseness by alleviating distant supervision assumptions for the relation classification of incomplete sentences to the best of our knowledge. This method has promising potential applications in languages that lack advanced NLP tools.
